Gold: How much worse before it gets better?

In our last note, we feared Gold's long-awaited breakout was going to be to the downside. Now this has happened we look to physical demand, geopolitics and inflation to provide support

Breaking below $1300/oz

Gold prices fell 1.5% on Tuesday 15 May, breaking below $1300 for the first time this year and ending what has been an incredible range bound for five months.

At times it seemed as if the yellow metal is prime to spring higher, but after several failed attempts to meaningfully consolidate above $1350 and attract decent inflows this year, it was the rebounding dollar and the step up in yields that set the only remaining path: down.

Gold's dull performance has indeed fatigued the long fund community for some time. Money manager longs were already reduced to just 109k lots by early May which is the lowest level since early 2016. We believe the USD rally from mid-April is symbiotic of a short squeeze rather than any change in fundamentals, but a surge of money managers that went short gold since the dollar turned suggests those funds saw things differently. The open interest had continued to rise after that which points to a continual short building right until the drop. Perhaps those speculative shorts were anticipating, like our rates team predicted, that as that dollar rally came
off the boil, the US 10yr yield was free to break above the psychologically significant 3%.

We are under no illusion that rates and currencies direct gold above everything else, but the impact of a tightening physical market will play an increasing role to cushion these lows

As the 3% yield breach occurred on Tuesday, Gold's non-yielding qualities were punished. Gold traders should expect more of the same headwinds for the next few months as ING strategists see yields on track to hit as high as 3.4%. But, with much of the fund longs already flushed out, growing inflation, geopolitical risk and a pick-up in physical demand should limit the downside. Things shouldn't get much worse, but it will take time before we see improvement.

Looking at the options, it would seem the funds have the same dwindling near-term conviction but also hold out on further optimism. The 3-month premiums for calls over puts have collapsed even as prices fell but further forward the options markets are still pricing higher upside demand.

Dollar rebound spurred funds to go short gold
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Options still skewed to upside further out but nearer term conviction has gone
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Fundamental case for holding Gold remains intact

We expect longer-term holders/consumers to build a floor for the yellow metal even if it remains shunned by active money managers hunting for more attractive near-term returns. Indeed, ETF holdings have increased to highs not seen since 2013, with little sign of liquidation
post the sell-off. We look to the flattening yield curve and burgeoning twin trade deficits against the looming catalyst of mid-year elections or nearer term trade spats that could highlight the US policy/political uncertainties and spell a reversal for the greenback.

As the dollar eases, it will be game back on for our bullish gold view, given our expectations for inflation to pick up substantially this year. Our economists expect US core inflation of 2.8% in Q3 with potential highs above 3% as higher oil prices feed through. Oil importing countries are looking more squeezed at the same time as facing higher US borrowing costs; a collapsing Turkish Lira could be bright spot for demand since the country is already the 5th largest for gold retail investment demand (according to Metal Focus) and the sanctions on Iran are already reported to be driving a pick up in demand in what is the 4th largest country for gold jewellery consumption.

Overall, the first-quarter was awful for gold demand so even before considering the lower prices an improvement should be on the cards. The World Gold Council estimated a 7% YoY decline for Q1 demand which was a decade low and led very much by the 12% collapse in India. However, as the WGC point out, Q1 Indian demand was temporarily hit by the fewer auspicious days in the quarter (days deemed lucky for weddings). There were only seven such auspicious days in Q1 compared to 33 for the rest of the year.

The weakening Indian rupee might well prevent a stellar rebound, but rural farmers are also likely to gain jewellery purchasing power on improved crop yields and government subsidies. Chinese demand has been roaring for a while. Q1 jewellery spending was up 8% YoY but in RMB terms gold prices are now the lowest since early 2017 so we expect to see more "bargain buying" take place.

We are under no illusion that rates and currencies direct gold above everything else, but the impact of a tightening physical market will play an increasing role to cushion these lows. With North Korea negotiations looking less likely and the EU-US trade standoff going down to the wire, it is possible near-term geopolitical inflows could create support, but it is more likely to see prices lull for the next few months until US political and policy instability comes back in focus.

Read our piece on why the USD rally has brought gold's price back to the lows of its trading range.